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ABSTRACT
In this paper, JPEG encoder application, one of the DSP applications, was implemented using the ASIP development system: PEAS-III. Instructions for JPEG encoder, such as DCT instruction, and butterfly instructions, were added to the initial design. Area, performance, and execution cycles of processors were calculated using generated HDL description, compiler, and assembler by PEAS-III. From experimental results, 12 architectures can be designed in 160 hours, and designer can select an optimal architecture that satisfies design constraints considering hardware cost, clock frequency and execution cycles.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are two approaches to realize application domain specific embedded systems. One is to use general purpose processors and ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits), and the other is to use ASIPs (Application Specific Instruction set Processors). One of the advantages of the second approach is that better implementations can be realized by introducing cost-effective instructions suitable for specific applications. In the ASIP design, it is also important to search for a processor architecture that matches the target application. To achieve this goal, it is essential to estimate design quality of architecture candidates that have different instruction sets, pipeline stage counts, and combinations of hardware resources. Here, design quality means area, performance, and power consumption of a design. Because there are many architectural parameters, there exist a huge number of processor architecture candidates, which makes it difficult to find an optimal architecture in a short design time. In this case, the ASIP development system plays an important role to estimate design quality and develop target processors.

In this paper, JPEG encoder application was designed using the ASIP design methodology. Instructions for JPEG encoder, such as DCT instruction, and butterfly instructions, were added to the initial design. Area, performance, and execution cycles of processors were calculated using HDL descriptions, compiler, and assembler. From experimental results, various architectures can be designed in a short time, and designers can select an optimal architecture that satisfies design constraints.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work is surveyed, and the PEAS-III system, one of the ASIP development systems, is introduced. The case study and experimental result are discussed in section 3, and examined in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper and future work is described.

2. ASIP DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
2.1. Related Work
Conventional approaches to ASIP development can be classified into two kinds. First one is a "parameterized generic processor core" such as PEAS-I[1], Satsuki[2], MetaCore[3], CASTLE[4], Xtensa[5] and so on. Their processor models usually have basic instruction sets and a synthesizable ASIP description is generated by adding predefined or user defined instructions to the basic instruction set. Architectures of these processors ease to develop the parameterized retargettable compiler, but in many cases have little flexibility on pipeline structure and instruction variations. Hence, the variety of architecture candidates by these systems is limited with respect to pipeline stage count, instruction format and micro-operation for each pipeline.

Another approach is based on "processor specification languages" such as nML[6], ISDL[7], LISA[8], FlexWare[9], EXPRESSION[10], AIDL[11], and Hamabe, et al.'s approach. The processor specification languages nML, ISDL, LISA, FlexWare and EXPRESSION are originally developed to design a compiler, simulator and other tools for software development. The instruction behavior and the structure of the target processor are described in these specification languages. Compiler and other tools can be generated using these languages, but it is difficult to generate synthesizable HDL descriptions from these languages. Because it is not enough resource specification including timing specification, control signal information and so on to generate HDL descriptions. On the other hand, AIDL and Hamabe, et al.’s approach are developed to produce HDL descriptions. The instruction behavior, the timing relations of pipeline stages and the structure of the processor core are described in these languages. Using these languages, HDL descriptions of the target processor can be generated. However, the modification cost is larger than those of other approaches based on processor specification language, because detail information is described when designers use these languages.

2.2. PEAS-III
The PEAS-III system [13, 14] is one of the ASIP development systems, which generates not only synthesizable HDL descriptions but the target compiler and the target assembler. PEAS-III is based on processor specification language approach. Hence, wide range of processor architecture can be described using the PEAS-III sys-
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The PEAS-III system has well parameterized resource models, Flexible Hardware Models (FHM). FHM-DBMS (DataBase Management System) produces the resource specification to generate HDL and the target compiler. When designers would like to change the features of resources, they only change the parameters of FHM. Moreover, designers describe processor specification through the PEAS-III input environment using GUIs. Resources and other architecture parameters are specified using GUIs. These features reduce the modification cost and encourage design reuse.

Overview of the PEAS-III system is shown in Fig. 1. Processor architecture specification is written in the input environment, which encourages efficiently input. The processor specification description includes: (1) architecture parameters such as pipeline stage counts, the number of delayed branch slots, (2) declaration of resources included in the processor, such as ALUs and register files, (3) instruction format definitions, (4) behavior and micro-operation descriptions of instructions, and (5) interrupt definitions including cause conditions and micro-operation description of interrupts. The architecture description is given from the input environment to the HDL generator and the software development environment generator. The HDL generator and the compiler generator uses FHM, which is parameterized resource model. Since FHM is used in HDL and compiler generation, designers can change the characteristics of resource only by changing the parameters of each resource.

It is the advantage of the PEAS-III design that a processor architect can design the synthesizable HDL and the target compiler rapidly. Since execution cycles, clock frequency and hardware cost can be evaluated in the early design step, designers can find an optimal architecture in the short design time.

3. CASE STUDY

3.1. Architecture Candidates

Several kinds of parameters are defined in JPEG specification. In this case study, 8 bit precision baseline algorithm was selected. Huffman coding was selected as VLC and VLD. In the following section, architecture candidates are described, and experimental results are explained.

DCT and IDCT are implemented using Chen DCT algorithm [15], which is one of the famous algorithms reducing multiplications and additions. Data flow of Chen DCT is shown in Fig. 2. In quantization implementation, several approaches exist, which is the same as DCT implementation. Fig. 3 shows the C source code of quantization.
3.2. Input Image

In this evaluation, a standard image (Lenna) was used as an input image. The image size was 256 x 256 pixels and the sampling factors of each component were as follows: horizontal sampling factors of Y, U, V were 4, 1, 1, and vertical sampling factor were 4, 1, 1, respectively.

3.3. DCT/IDCT Unit

Fig. 4 shows the DCT/IDCT unit that processes 2 dimensional (2-D) 8 points DCT/IDCT. The DCT/IDCT unit fetches the data from the data memory to the internal registers. Calculation units are executed sequentially using these registers. Each block processes the data in one cycle, then DCT/IDCT is executed in four steps. Because this unit processes 2-D 8 points DCT/IDCT, each step is executed twice.

3.4. Additional Instructions

Additional Instructions are as follows: (1) DCT instruction executes the procedure of DCT. This instruction uses the DCT unit described in section 3.3. (2) MADD1 instruction calculates the MADD1 block in Fig. 2. MADD1 instruction takes 2 operands as input and write back to same operand registers. (3) MADD2 instruction calculates the MADD2 block in Fig. 2. MADD2 instruction takes 2 operands as input and write back to same operand registers. (4) MADD3 instruction calculates the MADD3 block in Fig. 2. MADD3 instruction takes 4 operands as input and write back to same operand registers. MADD3 unit has 2 operation mode to change coefficients.

3.5. Processor Organization

Processor organization in this case study is shown in Table 1. Normal denotes base instruction set that is sub set of MIPS-R3000 instruction set. DCT insns denotes instruction set added MADD1, MADD2 and MADD3 instructions. DCT denotes instruction set added DCT instruction. The implementation algorithm of multiplier is sequential type that executes 32 cycles and array type that executes 1 cycle. On the other hand, the implementation algorithm of divider is sequential type that executes 34 cycles, and array type that executes 1 cycle.

3.6. Experimental Results

Fig. 5 shows trade-offs between hardware cost and execution cycles when JPEG encoder has been executed. Horizontal axis is hardware cost, and vertical axis is execution cycles. The number of each point corresponds to Table 1. From Fig. 5, the trade-off between hardware cost and execution cycles exists when instructions are added and the hardware unit implementation algorithms are changed.

The design time of the case study is shown in Table 2. From Table 2, about ten hours were spent using the PEAS-III system. Here, the reason why the implementation algorithm selection time is short is only changing FHM parameters to select implementation algorithm. From this result, the hardware description and the target compiler can be designed in a short design time. 130 hours were spent implementing JPEG code using C source code. 60 hours were spent DCT unit design. Others include debug time and simulation time and synthesizing time to evaluate the processor core. The time of JPEG codec implementation and DCT unit design do not depend on our environment.

4. DISCUSSION

When an application such as DSP application is implemented using ASIPs, designers consider trade-offs between hardware cost and performance. In this case study, Normal (1, 2, 3, 4) and DCT (10, 12) architecture candidates can be selected when these pro-
processors execute the same clock frequency. Generally, it is well known that the design time of hardware description, compiler and assembler requires several months or at least several weeks. However, it is too long to meet a requirement of the design time in design space exploration. On the other hand, when designers use the ASIP development systems that have been explained in section 1, either software development environment or hardware description is produced in a short time, but the other part, for example, processor cores for software development environment, must be developed separately. The advantage of the PEAS-III system is that compiler, assembler and hardware description are generated at the same time. Furthermore, the modification cost of the design is low, and hardware modules such as DCT unit can be reused easily, because designers only select modules from FHM-DBMS as resources. Using the PEAS-III system, designers can evaluate processors and select an optimal architecture in a short design time.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, JPEG encoder implementation using the PEAS-III system is described, which is one of the ASIP development systems. Instructions for JPEG encoder, such as DCT instruction, and butterfly instructions, were added to the initial processor. Area, performance, and execution cycles of processors were calculated using the generated HDL description, compiler, and assembler. From experimental results, 12 architectures can be designed in a short time. Moreover, the design quality of each processor including hardware cost, execution cycles of application, and clock frequency was evaluated using the PEAS-III system efficiently. Future work includes instruction set simulator, profiler, and debugger generation.
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